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PAC vs. DEMAL
A Dialogical Reconstruction of Public Announcement Logic with Common

Knowledge

SébastienMAGNIER∗

abstract. Since the work of Plaza (1989) about acts of public
communication, a lot of dynamic epistemic logic systems have
emerged. A general state of the art can be found in van Dit-
marsch et al. (2007). Such logics model situations in which some
announcements can bemade and after an announcement, the situ-
ations which are incompatible with it are deleted from the model.
In this paper we propose a reconstruction of the logic PAC (Pub-
lic Announcement logic with Common knowledge, see van Ditmarsch
et al. (2007)) through the dialogical framework. The idea of this
work is to rediscover announcements as acts: acts of an arguer
during an argumentative dialogue about knowledge change of
agents instead of “model-modifiers”. We name this reconstruc-
tion DEMAL for Dialogical Epistemic Multi-Agent Logic.

Introduction

Epistemic logics are often used to explore different philosophical prob-
lems in epistemic area. Thanks to Plaza (1989), epistemic logics became
dynamic, but in the same time they got closer to artificial intelligence
and computational sciences than ‘traditional’ philosophy. So, when we
try to understand what the philosophical ground or the signification of
epistemic operators (knowledge and announcement operators) is, an-
swers are a bit evasive. Hendricks (2005) and Hendricks and Symons
(2010) have shown the connection between these two traditions but not
directly through themeaning of what knowledge operators are. To sum
up, in model theory, epistemic operators allow some particular moves
through accessibility relations between different states of a model and
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announcements are considered as truthful operations on the model. In
that case, it is not the announcement itself which brings new infor-
mation: knowledge of agents grows up with announcements because
the model is restricted as a consequence of announcements. Agents’
knowledge emerges because the announcement cuts some accessibili-
ties. Moreover, each knowledge operator receives a semantic definition
which represents particular conditions in terms of truth. Indeed, with
the model theoretic approach of epistemic problems, every operator is
defined in terms of truth value. The problem is that defining operators
in suchway does not allow us to understand theirmeaning behind their
truth value. Moreover they can be subject to attacks of scepticism about
the question of truth.
Through our dialogical approach, wewant to propose anotherway to

define the epistemic operators. Rebuschi and Lihoreau (2008) and Re-
buschi (2009) already present some interesting works in dialogical logic
in epistemic fields. In dialogical logic, operators are playable-defined in-
stead of truth-defined.1 It means that we leave aside the question of
their truth in benefits of their meaning through their conditions of use
during an argumentative process. Thanks to the dialogical framework,
i.e. a game built around the interaction between two players, we can
explore the signification of utterances of players about agents’ change
of knowledge in an argumentative debate. In that specific case, the
signification of those operators follows from the debate itself, from the
way to challenge and defend them. In the course of the debate, epis-
temic operators represent either a commitment or a choice (sometimes
both). They are commitments insofar as when a player utters an argu-
ment which implies the knowledge of one agent (or more), the other
player will challenge the utterance, and the first shall defend his ar-
gument. Consequently, uttering an argument based on the knowledge
of one agent leads to defend agent’s knowledge. Epistemic operators
also represent choices because when a player challenges any form of
knowledge uttered during the debate, he has to choose different pa-
rameters for his challenge. According to the operator at stake he must
choose: labels, agents or sequences of agents. In fact thanks to the dia-
logical framework, we can take literally Mackenzie’s remark and start
dynamical studies of the meaning of all knowledge operators defined

1Playable-defined is an original way to understand the notion of validity indepen-
dently of the truth. In that case, validity is defined in terms of winning strategies
instead of truth.
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by the interaction between the two players of the dialogue, that is in a
communicative context.2

First, we present the epistemic operators and the announcement op-
erators with their intended interpretations and their model theoretical
semantics. After that, we expose our dialogical reconstruction of these
operators and some examples.

1 Public Announcement Logic

But first of all, some lexical definitions are required to avoid confusions.
As we have already begun, we will deal with agents and players. The
term agent refers to the possessor of knowledge and the term player is
used when we speak about the arguer of the dialogue. Arguer and
player can be synonymously used, the latter standing for an abbrevia-
tion of the ‘arguer of thedialogue’. Butwemust be careful not to confuse
agents and players: agents belong to the level of the logical language
whereas players belong to the argumentative level of the dialogue.
Let us start by briefly explaining what we have in mind when we

speak about knowledge operators. In fact, there are three knowledge
operators and we can consider that each of them expresses a higher
level of complexity.
The first knowledge operator represents a weak degree of complexity

because it involves only one agent: it is named individual knowledge
operator. It is a kind of link between two different things: an agent and
a proposition. Somehow, we can consider that the agent is the bearer of
the knowledge and the proposition is the content of it. This operator
represents a particular way in which the agent turns himself towards
the proposition. For an agent, a proposition can be judged known if and
only if certain properties are respected. It is that judgement (involved
by the properties) which is expressed by the epistemic operator.
If we want to treat the knowledge of several agents, other opera-

tors are required. We need one operator which is able to express the
knowledge of all agents and another one which allows us to express
the knowledge that agents can have about their own knowledge and

2In Mackenzie (1985), the author claims that although “Robinson Crusoe may have
constructed derivations or proofs for his own edification, he could not engage in argu-
ment until Man Friday joined him.” Mackenzie points out the fact that logic becomes
interesting and really dynamic when it is studied in an argumentative context, other-
wise it is a computational game without consideration on meaning.
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about other agent’s knowledge. Those operators are already expressed
in PAC.3

The second knowledge operator expresses a quantification on agents;
that is, relatively to adeterminedproposition and adeterminedgroupof
agents, all agents of the group know the proposition: it is named sharing
knowledge operator.4 Indeed the knowledge of the proposition is shared
by all agents, that is: everybody in the group knows the proposition.
Beware: the knowledge about the proposition is the only thing which
is shared. They do not share the knowledge about this knowledge.
The last knowledge operator considered allow us to express such

form of knowledge, i.e., sharing knowledge about sharing knowledge.
Indeed, this operator expresses an infinite iterationof the sharingknowl-
edge operator. In other words, it means that everybody knows that
everybody knows that everybody knows and so on ad infinitum.
In addition to those epistemic operators, we also have public an-

nouncement operators. Public announcement operators differ from the
preceding operators because they do not directly concern the agents or
their knowledge but firstly affect the model. Indeed, this kind of opera-
tor restricts the modelM in which the knowledge of agents is evaluated
to a submodelMannouncement in which the announcement holds.5 That is,
all states in which the announcement does not hold must be removed
from the modelM. It is in that sense that an announcement can modify
the knowledge of agents because it can change the accessibility relations
by deleting states which do not respect the announcement. Those states
are said to be incompatible with the epistemic alternatives of agents.

1.1 The Syntax

Given a finite set of agents Ag and a countable set of atoms P, the
language LKC[ ](Ag, P) is inductively defined by the BNF as follows:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | Kaϕ | EGϕ | CGϕ | [ϕ]ϕ

where a ∈ Ag,G ⊆ Ag, and p ∈ P. We denote the dual of
[

ϕ
]

ϕ by 〈ϕ〉ϕ;
so we have 〈ϕ〉ϕ as an abbreviation of ¬[ϕ]¬ϕ.

3See van Ditmarsch et al. (2007) pp. 90-91 for a detailed presentation.
4Also well known as Everybody knows operator, see Fagin et al. (1995) ch. 2.
5For convenient reason, we will writeMA instead ofMannouncement.
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1.2 Intended interpretations

⋄ Ka: Individual Knowledge
The intended interpretation of a formula Kaϕ is: “agent a knows
ϕ”.

⋄ EG: Sharing Knowledge
The intended interpretation of a formula EGϕ is: “all members of
the group G know ϕ”.

⋄ CG : Common Knowledge
The intended interpretation of a formula CGϕ is: “all members of
the group G know that all members of the group... know ϕ”.6

⋄ [ϕ]ψ : Public Announcement
The intended interpretation of a formula

[

ϕ
]

ψ is: “after every
announcement of ϕ,ψ holds”.

⋄ 〈ϕ〉ψ : Dual of an Announcement
The intended interpretation of a formula 〈ϕ〉ψ is “after a possible
announcement of ϕ, ψ holds”.

1.3 Model Theoretic Semantics

An epistemic model is a tripleM = 〈W,Ra{a∈Ag},V〉 such thatW is a set
of states w, each Ra is a binary equivalence relation over W, and V is a
valuation function such that for every p ∈ P yields the set V(p) ⊆ W of
states in which p is true. Standard connectives have the usual semantics
definition; operators mentioned above receive the following ones:

⋄ Ka operator:

M,w |= Kaϕ iffM,w′ |= ϕ for all w′ ∈W such as wRaw
′.

⋄ EG operator:

M,w |= EG ϕ iffM, w |= Kaϕ for all a ∈ G.

⋄ CG operator:

M,w |= CGϕ iff M,w |= Ka1 ... Kanϕ for each sequence of agents
〈a1... an〉 ∈ G∗.7

6There are different semantic definitions of common knowledge (see Gerbrandy
(1999) ch. 3 and Fagin et al. (1995) ch. 11 for more details on that issue) but we choose
to use the ‘iterated approach’.

7G∗ stands for the set G0 ∪ G1 ∪ G2 ∪ ...
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⋄
[

ϕ
]

ψ operator:

M,w |=
[

ϕ
]

ψ iffM,w |= ϕ impliesMϕ, w |= ψ.

⋄ 〈ϕ〉ψ operator:

M,w |= 〈ϕ〉ψ iffM,w |= ϕ andMϕ, w |= ψ.

whereMϕ = 〈W′,R′a{a∈Ag},V
′〉, is defined as follows:

W′ = {w′ ∈W |M,w′ |= ϕ}

R′a = Ra ∩ (W
′ ×W′)

V′(p) = Vp ∩W′

The special feature of the two last operators is to modify the model
by eliminating states in which the announcement does not hold. It is
precisely in that sense that those operators are considered as dynamic
because they are able to restrict the model to a submodel. The problem
is that in dialogical logic we do not have any model, so obviously we
cannot restrict the model. But, in dialogical logic, players have to do
some choices; hence we can impose some constraints on them. That
point is further develop in the next section.

2 DEMAL: A Dialogical Reconstruction of PAC

In Rahman and Keiff (2005), Fontaine and Redmond (2008) and in Keiff
(2009), the reader can find a detailed presentation of what the dialogical
logic is. Here we just succinctly expose the purpose of such framework.
In dialogical logic two players confront each other around an argument.
We note d∆ the dialogue which starts with a thesis ∆ (also named the
initial argument). On the one handwe have theProponentwho defends
the thesis∆; and on the other hand theOpponent who tries to challenge
∆ in accordance with of the rules.8 The Opponent’s aim is to invalidate
the thesis utteredby theProponent bybuilding a counter-argument to∆.
If the Opponent does not succeed in that task, we can consider that the
Proponent has a winning strategy for ∆ because he manages to defend
against all possible challenges of theOpponent (still in accordance with
the rules). Then it means that the Proponent proves the validity of his
initial argument.
The debate which follows after the thesis offers to dialogical logic the

possibility to define the meaning of the logical constants via the notions

8The set of rules determines the dialogical system in which the thesis can be chal-
lenged and defended.
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of commitment and choice during the argumentative process between
the two players. It is that very point which allows us to explore and
to provide an original theory of the meaning of the different epistemic
operators based on the use of these logical constants during an exchange
on the argument.
Our dialogical language is obtained from LKC[ ](Ag,P) by the addition
of:

• two meta-logical symbols ? and !

• two labels O and P standing for the players.

• a label i which indicates the context of the utterance. Labels are
finite sequences of positive integers such as 1a1 and 1a2 indicate
(from the model-theoretic point of view) that contexts 1 and 2 are
reachable from 1 for the agent a.

2.1 A new form of Labels

In standard dialogical logic, labels are finite sequences of positive inte-
gers. If the label i is a sequence of length > 1, the positive integers of
the sequence will be separated by periods. But in our work, sequences
are separated by the ‘name’ of agents (a1, ..., an). Thus, if i is a label and
n is a positive integer, then ian is also a label of the agent a, called an
extension of i.
The problem is that we want to treat about a logic with public an-

nouncement, hence this formulation of labels is not sufficient and we
must enrich it. The idea is to keep track of the announcement on la-
bels. For this reason, we use another way to denote a label. A labelled
formula is now defined as a triple:

A|n : Σ, such that:

• A = σ1σ2...σn is a sequence of announced formulas. If there is no
announced formula, the sequence remains empty and we denote
the list by ǫ.9

• n is a sequence of labels such as ia1 i
′
a2 ...i

′′
an ,

• Σ is either a LKC[ ] formula or a dialogical symbolic challenge.
10

9The idea of the sequence of announcement is taken from Balbiani et al. (2010).
10Dialogical symbolic challenges are challenges of the form “?...”, see particle rules

column “Y’s-Challenge” section 2.2-2.4.
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For short, we add the new argument carried by the announcement to
the listA, but strictly speaking no new label appears. The label remains
the same; we just add more information on it, adding announcements
as a prefixed list to the label.

2.2 The standard Particle Rules

As every game, a dialogical game obeys some rules. Two kinds of
rules are required: particle rules and structural rules. Particle rules
define how to challenge and defend each logical constant during the
dialogue whereas structural rules regulate the course of the dialogue
itself. Consequently, the first ones provides the local meaning of logical
constants and the second ones the global meaning of the game. The
latter kind of rules will be exposed in section 2.6.
Particle rules are symmetric, that is, they are strictly the same for the

Opponent and for the Proponent. For this reason, we use the notation
X and Y in their formulation. Table for particle rules must be read as “In
the course of the dialogue if the player X does the utterance ϕ (X-Utterance);
then the player Y challenges it with the corresponding attack (Y-Challenge)
and X must produce the corresponding defence (X-Defence)”. The Particle
rules for standard connectives are defined below:

Logical constants X - Utterance Y - Challenge ? X - Defence !

¬, no possible defence A|i: ¬ϕ A|i : ϕ ⊗

∧, the challenger has the
choice on the conjunct to
challenge

A|i : ?∧1 A|i : ϕ

A|i : ϕ ∧ ψ or respectively

A|i : ?∧2 A|i : ψ

∨, the defender has the
choice on the disjunct to
defend

A|i : ϕ

A|i : ϕ ∨ ψ A|i : ? or

A|i : ψ

Particle Rules for Standard Connectives (PR−SC)

There is no possible defence for the negation, which is symbolized
by “⊗”. The play on the conjunction and the disjunction shows the
difference between having the burden of the choice or not. In case of
a conjunction, it is the challenger who chooses the conjunct and the
defender is subjected to his choice, whereas the roles are reversed with
the disjunction, it is the defender who has the burden of the choice.

2.3 Epistemic Operators

As we have already said, our aim is to reconstruct the epistemic oper-
ators in dialogical logic, using the notion of choice. This is easily done
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by the interaction between the two arguers of the dialogue. Let us take
the semantics of the individual knowledge operator as an example.

1. Individual knowledge’s semantics stipulates that in a model M
and in a state w, a formula Kaϕ is satisfied provided ϕ is satisfied
in every state w′ ofM reachable for the agent a from w.

2. Consider 〈A|i : Kaϕ〉 ∈ d∆.The player X who makes this utterance,
utters in fact that ϕmust hold in any label reachable for a. So, if Y

wants to challenge it, he can arbitrary choose a label i′ reachable
for a in which X would be able to utter ϕ. And then the label of
X’s defence turns into A|iai

′.11

From a general point of view, in every case in which a player X utters
something like “for all things, something is the case”, the player X exposes
himself to the choice of the player Y. And after that X has to play taking
into account Y’s choice. If he is not able to do this, his utterance fails
and he will not be able to defend his utterance.
Operators of sharing knowledge and commonknowledge behave in a

similarway. AplayerXwhoutters thatϕ is a shared knowledge into the
groupG (EGϕ), utters in fact that any agent inG individually knows the
proposition ϕ. In that case, Y has the choice and can arbitrarily choose
any agent in G in order to challenge X’s utterance. Consequently, after
Y’s challenge, X must utter ϕ in the scope of the individual knowledge
operator of the corresponding agent chosen by Y.
A player X, who utters that a proposition ϕ is commonly known by

the groupG (CGϕ), utters in fact that for any possible sequence of agents
the proposition ϕ holds. Hence, Y can choose any arbitrary sequence
of agents in G; and X must defend ϕ in the scope of the corresponding
sequence of agents chosen by Y. The particle rules giving the meaning
of all these operators are given in the following table.

11Due to the list of announcement, this must be completed by a specific rule which
ensures that i′ respects the list, see section Structural Rules (SR-A.1) for more details on
that point.
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Logical constants X-Utterance Y-Challenge ? X-Defence !

Ka, the challenger
can choose any label
i′ for a

A|i : Kaϕ A|i : ?a
i′

A|iai
′ : ϕ

EG, the challenger
can choose any
agent a ∈ G

A|i : EGϕ A|i : ?a ∈ G A|i : Kaϕ

CG, the challenger
can choose any
sequence of agents,
this sequence can
be empty

A|i : CGϕ A|i : ?〈a1...an〉 ∈ G∗ A|i : Ka1 ...Kanϕ

Particle Rules for Epistemic Operators (PR−KO)

Through those rules, anoticeable thingappears: eventually, exchanges
startingwithEGϕorCGϕwill proceedaccording to the rule forKa. More-
over, thinking about the rules for epistemic operators in that way gives
us a better understanding on how each of them are constructed from an
individual knowledge operator. In fact, it is always the notion of choice
which leads to ϕ from any epistemic operators. The type of the choice
simply depends on the operator at stake.

Note: Since we are in a multi-agent setting some notational require-
ments must be clarified. Let us consider a formula ϕ ∈ d∆ where ϕ
stands for i: Ka1Ka2ψ. As the challenger will have to choose a label for
each different individual knowledge operator, the latest label is noted
“ia1 i

′
a2 i
′′. In this way, we are able to retrace the “story” of the for-

mula at stake.12 And indeed, it is easy to see that the labelled formula
“ia1 i

′
a2 i
′′ : ψ” follows from i: Ka1Ka2ψ because each an between labels

represents a choice of a challenger for a Ka operator.

2.4 Announcement & Dialogue

We are now ready to present dynamic operators of public announce-
ments in the dialogical framework. Public announcement operators
can also be understood through the notion of choice plus the notion
of commitment. Indeed, as in dialogical logic we assume that we do
not have any model, the eliminating path of an announcement must be
on choices of players. It means that after a play on an announcement

12This point is important for the application of the rule (SR-5∗), see section 2.6 Struc-
tural Rules for DEMAL for more details.
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operator, players must take into account the announcement. One inter-
esting point here is to understand the idea of migration to a sub-model
through a commitment of a player during the debate instead of an oper-
ation on amodel. It works for public announcement operator as well as
for its dual. The difference between the public announcement operator
and its dual is captured by a difference in the possible defence (after the
challenge on the announcement operator).
In the case of the public announcement operator the defender can

choose to commit himself or not in the announced formula, but in
case of its dual he has not the choice, he must commit himself in the
announced formula. That public announcement operator represents, in
the dialogical framework, a kind of commitment in terms of concession.
And in fact it is: the player who challenges the announcement can
be constraint to concede the announcement if the defender does not
commit himself in its defence (by challenging the negation, see the rule
below). Whereas the dual of public announcement operator represents
a commitment in terms of assertion: the player who utters a dual of a
public announcement must be able to take in charge the utterance of
the announced formula. It means that he will be able to defend that
proposition against any challenge (allowed by the set of rules) of his
adversary.
FollowingWalton and Krabbe (1995), Yamada (2012) proposes a logic

that also brings out a such distinction between concession commitment
and assertion commitment. It would seem that there exists some inter-
esting connexions between Yamada’s approach and DEMAL, but it is
not our purpose to further expose them here.
The meaning of announcement operator is given by the rules in the

following table (the symbol “+” means that the right part is added to
the left part of the list):

Logical constants X Utterance Y Challenge ? X Defence !

[

ϕ
]

ψ, the defender has the
choice for his defence

A|i : ¬ϕ

A|i :
[

ϕ
]

ψ A|i : ? or

A + ϕ|i : ψ

〈ϕ〉ψ, the challenger has the
choice for his challenge

A|i : ?〈1〉 A|i : ϕ

A|i : 〈ϕ〉ψ or respectively

A|i : ?〈2〉 A + ϕ|i : ψ

Particle Rules for Announcement Operators (PR−AO)
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The particle rule for public announcement operator can be intuitively
understood as the following exchange:

in accordance to announcements in A, the player X says:
“in the situation i, if I commit myself in the defence of the
argument ϕ, then I will utter ψ in accordance to ϕ”. So,
player Y asks him what he will do, hence X has the choice:

• he can reply “No I don’t want to commit myself in the
utterance of the argument ϕ”, or

• he can utter ψ assuming ϕ.

The particle rule for the dual of a public announcement operator can be
understood following the same exchange except onwho has the burden
of the choice:

in accordance to announcements in A, the player X says:
“in the situation i, I commit myself in the defence of the
argument ϕ and I will utter ψ in respect of ϕ”. Hence, now
Y has the choice, he can compel X to utter:

• ϕ, or

• ψ assuming ϕ.

And of course, X must answer following Y’s choice.

2.5 The set PartRules

All of the particle rules presented above (particle rules for standard
connectives, for knowledge operators and for public announcement
operators) are brought together in a set named PartRules:

PartRules: = PR-SC ∪ PR-EO ∪ PR-AO

2.6 Structural Rules

As mentioned in section 2.2, there are two kinds of rules in dialogical
logic. We have seen the particle rules which are the rules for the logical
constants, now we must expose the rules which govern the dialogue
itself: the structural rules. These rules concern the process of the dia-
logue, they deal with how to play the dialogue. Firstly, we begin by
presentingwhatwe can name the standard structural rules. They can be
said Standard because those rules are the base of any dialogical system.
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Standard Structural Rules

• Starting Rule (SR-0): Any dialogue d∆ starts with P uttering ∆
(the thesis). After the thesis has been uttered, players alternately
choose a repetition rank n and m. A repetition rank is a positive
integer number which corresponds to the number of defences or
challenges that a player can perform.

• Game-playing (SR-1): Players act alternately. Whenever he has
a turn to play, player X can challenge any previous Y move or
defend against any previous Y challenge up to his repetition rank.

• Formal Rule (SR-2): P is allowed to utter an atomic formula only
if O has uttered it first.

• Winning Rule (SR-3): Player X wins a dialogue if and only if it is
Y’s to play but he cannot.

Those rules are for a basic dialogue on propositional logic. But epis-
temic logic requires a dialogical modal logic, so we need to complete
these standard rules. Rahman and Rückert (1999) and Rahman and
Keiff (2005) have developed dialogical modal systems. For DEMAL we
propose the following two rules: one for the condition of the choice of
labels and another for the announcement operators.

Structural Rules for DEMAL

• (SR-5*) A chosen label for agent a:13 to challenge a Ka operator
from a label A|i...i′, P can choose for a any label i′′ in the sequence
A|i...i′ such that:

– A|i′′ = A|i′ or

– we have both:

* O has already chosen the label A|i′′ for a, and

* there is no b in the sequence A|i′... jb...i
′′ where a , b.

The first requirement stipulates that P can use the reflexivity for his
choice whereas the two other requirements express the symmetric and
transitive closure for the choice made on a’s label.

13The rule (SR-5*) is a slight adaptation of the rule (SR-ST9.2S5) found in Rah-
man and Keiff (2005). The rule (SR-ST9.2S5) characterizes a S5 accessibility between
dialogical labels, (SR-5*) privatises that access to each agent a ∈ Ag.
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• Announcement & Label (SR-A.1): If there is a move 〈X −A|i : e〉
such that the sequence A is non-empty, then Y can compel X to
utter the last element of A in the label i or in a label j if e =? j.

• Step back & Step forward (SR-A.2): After an utterance ϕ that
follows from a play on an announcement [ϕ]... (or 〈ϕ〉...) in label
i, P can defend an atomic formula p in a label:

– i if O has uttered p in ϕ|i (SB), or

– ϕ|i if O has uttered ϕ and p in i (SF).

All of the structural rules that we have presented above are brought
together in a set named StrucRules:

StrucRules = SR-0 ∪ SR-1 ∪ SR-2 ∪ SR-3 ∪ SR-5∗∪ SR-A

2.7 DEMAL

DEMAL is defined as being the set PartRules and the set StrucRules.

DEMAL = PartRules ∪ StrucRules

With respect to the rules of DEMAL, there is a winning strategy for
the Proponent for all of the formulas in Table 1 which characterize the
system PAC. A soundness and completeness proof ofDEMAL has been
presented at the XIVth CLMPS and it is to appear.14

3 Examples

Let us take some examples to illustrate how to play with DEMAL.
The first one only deals with individual knowledge operator, the next
one a group of agents and the last one a public announcement. In the
following examples, with respect to (SR-0), P always utters the thesis
at move 0; and as the arguers must play alternatively, P’s moves are
even-numbered whereas O’s moves are odd-numbered (see external
columns). Challenged moves are noted in the middle columns (middle
left column for O and middle right column for P).

14See Magnier and de Lima (2012).
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Ka(ϕ→ ψ)→ (Kaϕ→ Kaψ) distribution Ka over→

Kaϕ→ ϕ truth

Kaϕ→ Ka Ka ϕ introspection positive

¬Kaϕ→ Ka¬Kaϕ introspection negative
[

ϕ
]

p → (ϕ→ p) atomic permanence
[

ϕ
]

¬ψ↔ (ϕ→ ¬
[

ϕ
]

ψ) announcement and negation
[

ϕ
]

(ϕ ∧ χ)↔ (
[

ϕ
]

ψ ∧
[

ϕ
]

χ) announcement and conjunction
[

ϕ
]

Kaψ↔ (ϕ→ Ka
[

ϕ
]

ψ) announcement and knowledge
[

ϕ
] [

ψ
]

χ↔
[

ϕ ∧
[

ϕ
]

ψ
]

χ announcement and composition

CG(ϕ→ ψ)→ (CGϕ→ CGψ) distribution CG over→

CGϕ→ (ϕ ∧ EGCGϕ) mix of common knowledge

CG(ϕ→ EGϕ)→ (ϕ→ CGϕ) induction of common knowledge

Table 1: Axioms of PAC

3.1 Example 1

First, we take the formula¬Kap∨KaKbKap in order to show how the rule
(SR-5*) works.

O

n := 1

1 ǫ|0: ?∨ 0

3 ǫ|0: Kap 2

5 ǫ|0: ?a
1

4

7 ǫ|0a1: ?
b
2

6

9 ǫ|0a1b2: ?
a
3

8

11 ǫ|0a1: p

P

ǫ|0: ¬Kap ∨ KaKbKap 0

m := 2

ǫ|0: ¬Kap 2

⊗

ǫ|0: KaKbKap 4

ǫ|0a1: KbKap 6

ǫ|0a1b2: Kap 8

−−

3 ǫ|0: ?a
1

10

Explanations: at move 1, O challenges the disjunction that P defends move

2. Move 3: O challenges the negation from move 2. P has no defence but he

can either challenge move 3 or thanks to his rank of repetition (m := 2), he can

repeat his defence, which he does at move 4. Move 5: in order to challenge the

K operator from move 4, O chooses the label 1 for the agent a, from this label

he chooses the label 2 for the agent b (move 7); and at move 9, O chooses the

label 3 for a. Consequently, P should utter his defence in the label ǫ|0a1b2a3.
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Owing to (SR-2), P cannot answer for the moment, he only can counter-attack

move 3 to have p in the appropriate label. The problem is that the rule (SR-5*)

forbids this path. From the label ǫ|0, P can choose for the agent a any label in

the sequence 0a1b2a3 if and only if the label is not new for a (that is the case

here for the label 3 introduced move 9) and if there is no b between the label

where the choice is produced and the chosen label, that is between 0 and 3

such that a , b. But there is a b between 1 and 2 which breaks off the sequence

0...3 for a. So, P cannot reuse it and due to (SR-3) O wins the dialogue at move

11.

Thanks to this example, it clearly appears that in order to win P must
violate the S5 closure of the agent a tomix it upwith S5 closure of agent b.

3.2 Example 2

The next example presents the axiom called mix of common knowledge
CGp → (p ∧ EGCGp). We choose that axiom because it requires to use
all epistemic particle rules of DEMAL. This axiom is translated in its
disjunctive form: ¬CGp ∨ (p ∧ EGCGp).

O

n := 1

1 ǫ|0: ?∨ 0

3 ǫ|0: CGp 2

5 ǫ|0: ?∧2 4

7 ǫ|0: ? a ∈ G 6

9 ǫ|0: ?a
1

8

11 ǫ|0a1: ? 〈b, c〉 ∈ G∗ 10

13 ǫ|0a1: ?
b
2

12

15 ǫ|0a1b2: ?
c
3

14

17 ǫ|0: KaKbKcp

19 ǫ|0a1: KbKcp

21 ǫ|0a1b2: Kcp

23 ǫ|0a1b2c3: p

P

ǫ|0:¬CGp ∨ (p ∧ EGCGp) 0

m := 2

ǫ|0:¬CGp 2

⊗

ǫ|0: p ∧ EGCGp 4

ǫ|0: EGCGp 6

ǫ|0: KaCGp 8

ǫ|0a1: CGp 10

ǫ|0a1: KbKcp 12

ǫ|0a1b2: Kcp 14

ǫ|0a1b2c3: p 24

3 ǫ|0: ? 〈a, b, c〉 ∈ G∗ 16

17 ǫ|0: ?a
1

18

19 ǫ|0a1: ?
b
2

20

21 ǫ|0a1b2: ?
c
3

22

Explanations: moves 1 to 3 are similar to the example 1. Move 5, in ac-

cordance to the particle rule of the conjunction and his rank of repetition 1
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(n := 1), O has the choice in his challenge but he can play only once. Let

us consider that he chooses the second conjunct (we shall consider the other

case below). Then P utters EGCGp in the label ǫ|0 move 6. Thereafter (moves

7-9), O chooses the agent a and then the label 1 for a. Obviously, P does the

corresponding defence uttering CGp in that label. At move 11, O arbitrary

chooses the sequence 〈b, c〉 of agents. According to the particle rule for the

common knowledge operator, P utters the corresponding embedded sequence

of individual knowledge operators. Moves 11 and 13: O respectively chooses

the label 2 and 3 for agents b and c. Doing so, he compels P to utter p in

the label ǫ|0a1b2c3, but due to (SR-2), P cannot produce that defence for the

moment. Hence, P counter-attacks move 3 with the sequence 〈a, b, c〉 of agents

at move 16. From moves 18 to 22, he reuses labels chosen by O (moves 9, 13

and 15). In his turn, at move 22, P forces O to utter p in the label ǫ|0a1b2c3.

Now, P is allowed to produce his defence against the challenge that has not

been defended yet. Then he utters ǫ|0a1b2c3: p at move 24 and wins.

Now let us consider that instead of the second conjunct,O has chosen
the first. It provides the dialogue below:

O

n := 1

1 ǫ|0: ?∨ 0

3 ǫ|0: CGp 2

5 ǫ|0: ?∧1 4

7 ǫ|0: p

P

ǫ|0:¬CGp ∨ (p ∧ EGCGp) 0

m := 2

ǫ|0:¬CGp 2

⊗

ǫ|0: p ∧ EGCGp 4

ǫ|0: p 8

3 ǫ|0: ? 〈 〉 ∈ G∗ 6

Explanations: In the course of that dialogue, O forces P to utter p in the

label ǫ|0. For the same reason as before, P cannot defend yet. But at move 6,

P challenges the move 3 choosing an empty sequence of agent. Doing this, he

reverses the charge and then it is O’s turn to utter p in the label ǫ|0. Thereafter,

P can produce his defence in the move 8. It is O’s turn to play but there is no

other move that he can do. So according to (SR-3) the game is over and P wins

this dialogue.

Consequently whatever O’s choice was on the conjunction, P is able to
win.
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3.3 Example 3

van Ditmarsch (2010) presents an interesting understanding of Moore
Sentence. The special feature of such sentences is to become false just
by their own announcement. Such propositions are true before their
announcement but false after that. We now consider such an example
in order to test the ability of our rules to deal with case of what is
commonly named unsuccessful update.15 Moreover sentences likeMoore
Sentence can help the reader to correctly understand how to play with
DEMAL’s rules, in particular (SR-A.1).

O

n := 1

1 ǫ|0: ?[ ] 0

3 ǫ|0 : p ∧ ¬Kap 2

5 ǫ|0: p

7 ǫ|0: ¬Kap

⊗

9 ǫ|0: ?a
1

8

11 p ∧ ¬Kap|0: ?∧2 10

13 p ∧ ¬Kap|0: Kap 12

15 ǫ|0a1: !(p∧¬Kap) 14

17 ǫ|0a1: ?∧1 16

P

ǫ|0:
[

p ∧ ¬Kap
]

(p ∧ ¬Kap) 0

m := 2

ǫ|0 : ¬(p ∧ ¬Kap) 2

⊗

3 ǫ|0: ?∧1 4

3 ǫ|0: ?∧2 6

7 ǫ|0: Kap 8

p ∧ ¬Kap|0: p ∧ ¬Kap 10

p ∧ ¬Kap|0: ¬Kap 12

⊗

13 p ∧ ¬Kap|0: ?
a
1

14

ǫ|0a1: p ∧ ¬Kap 16

−−

Explanations: move 1, O challenges the announcement and P chooses to

reject to commit himself in the announcement. Move 3: O challenges the

negation. At moves 4 and 6, thanks to his rank of repetition (m := 2), P plays

twice over his challenge on the conjunction of move 3 and he obtains both

conjuncts. Move 8: P challenges the negation of move 7. As O has no possible

defence, he challenges move 8 by choosing the label 1, but owing to (SR-2) P

cannot produce the corresponding defence for the moment. Hence at move

10, he uses his rank of repetition (m := 2) in order to change his defence from

the challenge on announcement (challenged by O at move 1 and already de-

fended by P at move 2). Moves 11 and 13 are respectively about conjunction

and negation. Move 14: in the label in which both player are committed in

15See van Ditmarsch and Kooi (2006) for various definitions on successful formula
and update.
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the announcement, P chooses to challenge move 13 with the label 1 in order to

produce the corresponding defence of the challenge move 9. But O has never

uttered the announcement in the label 0a1. Then at move 15, O uses the rule

(SR-A.1) and compels P to utter the announcement in the label 0a1, what he

does at move 16. Move 17, O challenges the conjunction of move 16, but once

again due to (SR-2), P is not able to produce this defence. And as he has no

other possible move, he loses and O is the winner of the dialogue.

Hence, in DEMAL, P cannot win a dialogue which states that a Moore
Sentence is successful.

4 Conclusion and further developments

4.1 Choice, Announcement and Commitment

As we have tried to underline, the dialogical framework offers an al-
ternative understanding of epistemic operators. On the one hand, all
knowledge operators are interpreted in terms of choice: a label for
K-operator, an agent for E-operator and a sequence of agents for C-
operator. On the other hand, announcement operators represent acts of
commitment, either a concession or an assertion taken in charge by the
arguers.
Thanks to the dialogical framework the meaning of these operators

is dynamically given through the game of challenges and defences be-
tween the two arguers of the dialogue. They are defined in their use in
an argumentative context, not from an abstract point of view in terms
of truth-conditions. The construction of the epistemic operators and
the difference between the public announcement and its dual appear
in new lights. Through the burden of choice, all epistemic operators
lead to a boolean proposition: common knowledge operator changes
in a sequence of embedded individual knowledge operator; sharing
knowledge operator becomes an individual knowledge operator and
the individual knowledge operator simply gives the proposition in a
chosen label. Moreover, as it is shown, announcement operators are not
operations on models but are acts of commitment of the players of the
dialogue. That gives us a new light on what public announcement can
be, and we hope to get closer to Plaza (1989)’s intuition about exchange
in communicative contexts.
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4.2 Further Developments

Therefore, this dialogical reconstruction represents a starting point of
further works and researches. As previously said, a soundness and
completeness proof ofDEMAL is given inMagnier and de Lima (2012).
One interesting field of further research is found in direction of Ya-
mada’s works and principally consists in the exploration in the possible
extension of DEMAL with an operator that deletes commitments that
occur in course of a dialogue.
Another interesting issue using the logic DEMAL is on Leibniz’s

studies about conditional law. Thiercelin (2010) and Thiercelin (2011)
underline the fact that Leibniz provides very precise criteria for the
juridical modality of the conditional law. The restrictions that Leibniz
provides on conditional for his studies in law seem to be (and they are!)
very close to announcement operator. However surprising itmay seem,
most of his criteria exactly correspond to how a public announcement
is understood in DEMAL. Indeed, it is possible to interpret a sentence
like B is suspended to A (which corresponds to the juridical modality of
the conditional law) as [A]B in the course of a dialogue between what
Thiercelin named the ‘conditioner’ and the ‘conditionee’16 that can re-
spectively be understood as the arguer who utters an announcement
and the other one who challenges it. The first step of this exploration is
already done in a jointed work in Magnier and Rahman (2012).
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